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WELCOME
Homecoming Festivities
Start Tonight at 7:30
With Pep Rally
Things start rolling for Homecoming tonight right after Beans;
the Freshmen have started building the bonfire, so that everything
will be in readiness by 7:30. Come
one, come all, and spur on the team
a t the pep rally.
Alums come in force Friday, for
registration; their reunion and banquet is going to be at the Dwellere
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Hotel in Orlando—show some
spirit, Rollins, and greet our alums
with all you have in you.
Friday afternoon at 2:00, the
water skiing class is giving an exhibition. Dick Pope, National Men's
Water Ski Champion of 1948 will
do trick riding; Phyllis Brittel and
Margy Mountcastle will give a
one-ski exhibition; Dick Every,
Intercollegiate Men's Champion
and Instructor, Dick Pope, and
Miss Jackie Bullock will do double
riding. Dick Every will kick off
both skis at 40 M. P. H., condi-]

tions permitting, and continue on
his bare feet. He and Dick Pope are
the ony two men in this country
who can perform this feat.
5:30 is Beans time on Friday, so
that we can all be free and ready
for the big parade through Orlando
and out to the game. The parade
will form at 6:30 in front of the
Center; then will go down Orange
Avenue and on to the Hotel, where
the alums will be waiting to join
us. Before the game, the floats
built by the various sororities and
fraternities will circle the field
so that everyone can get a good
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ALUMNI!

look at them. At that time the two
best will be chosen.
Kick-off time (Rollins vs. Stetson) is 8:00. During the half, the
Rollins and Stetson bands will
play, and Stetson will parade. In
the center of the field, the Student
Court of Beauty, including Jean
Bacchus, Helen Demetrelis, Fat
German, Sally MacDowell, Billie
Moore, Pat Warren, and Joyce
Yeomans, will be present; the 1948
Homecoming Queen will be proclaimed and crowned by Dr. Holt.
The Prizes for the floats will also
be presented: 1st prize, $50, 2nd

M

prize a $26 radio, both furnished
by the Tar Boosters.
Alums will again be on campus
for their council meeting Saturday morning in the Alumni House.
Saturday afternoon from 2:003:46 there are to be student titlist
exhibition tennis matches. Gardner Larned, 16th ranking player in
the U. S. and Buddy Behrens, Former Junior Champion will play
a singles match; Shirley Fry, 6th
in Women's National Championship and Doris Jensen will play
against Nancy Morrison and Jean
Clarke, Southern Women's Doub-

les Champions.
Immediately after the matches,
until 5:15, we, the independents,
sorority and fraternity members
of Rollins will be at home to all
visiting alums.
The big dance (for alumni and
students) which is to be formal,
will take place at Dubsdread from
9:00 to 1:00 Saturday night, with
the orchestra of Ingram Willox
supplying the music. Robert Arbogast, Hank Gooch, Bob Boyle,
Chap McDonnel, Nan Van Zile, and
Rhoda Knight are planning an
entertainment.

Among the alumni in charge of
Homecoming events are Jack
Howden, general chairman, Joe
Johnson, Frank Williamson, and
Sara Howden. Students in charge
are Hugh Davis, general chairman,
Parker Simpson, dance chairman,
Fred Hartley and Pat Taylor, parade, Carolyn Alfred in charge of
beauty election.
Come on Rollins, let's make
this the best Homecoming we've
ever had—stand behind our alums
and all those working for our
big week-end.
By Susan Tate
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SORORITIES

Christmas Service
Tickets Available

S.S.
DEDICATED TO
4 "0" 8DCIETY
This Homecoming Edition of the
Sandspur has been dedicated to
the 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . Men's Honorary Society in order further to acquaint
the Student Body with this outstanding secret organization.
Founded in 1927, the 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
Honorary Society is a men's organization composed of the eight outstanding men students of each
class. The membership is secret
and only upon graduation day are
the eight 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . seniors announced to the rest of the student
body.
• The organization was established
to foster the traditions and ideals
of Rollins; to promote respect for
the customs of the college; and to
develop a spirit of leadership and
cooperation in the student body.
Each year the O.O.O.O'. institutes
a policy which it believes adheres
to the purposes on which it
founded. This year's policy is
"We, the members of the O.O.O.C , do hereby pledge ourselves am
our organization's name during thi
current school year to use whatever
facilities a t our disposal to lessen
boisterous drinking among the student body, to discourage cheating
in the classroom, and to encourage
more active attendence of the student body at a weekly assembly
period in order to weld closer
school unity and spirit. Here, we
let this be known as our policy."
0.0.0.0.

Student Council
Decides Weighty Issues

PLEDGE 61 ON SUNDAY

THE BIG FOUR

RolllnsAlumnusto

The Chapel announces that cards
of admission for the Christmas
service can be procured for all Rollins students and their families.
The tickets will be held for students, faculty, and staff from November 23 to December 4. After
this time they will be given to the
general public.
All students living on campuswill get cards of admission from
resident heads. Day students, faculty and staff must apply at the
Chapel office for theirs, however.

News
In Brief
Dr. Herbert V. Evatt, president
of the U.N. General Assembly,
reported to be making a new
to end East West differences.
Greek Premier Themistocles Sopholos, retained his office as
head of the rightist coalition by
a slim two vote margin.
The new congress is expected to
reinstate the war time excess profits tax.

Fulgencio Batista former president of Cuba returned to Havana
last Saturday as a Senator. Batista
had been living in Daytc^na Beach,
lected will wear the cotton cosFlorida.
tumes in her role as the cotton industry's fashion and good will amThe Oatholic Bishops of the
bassadress.
United States assailed the SuIf any of you wish to enter here preme Court ruling of last Spring
are the qualifications: a native of banning religious instruction in
one of the cotton-producing states, public schools.
unmarried, at least 5 feet, 3 inches
tall, between the ages of 19 and 26
The United States has announced
Applications for the 1949 Maid of its opposition to the Bernadotte
Cotton contest are being received Plan to slice off a large portion
by the National Cotton Council in of Israel's Negev Desert and give
Blemphis, Tenn.
it to the Arabs.

Inter- Collesiate News Highlights
Miracle of understatement, "Postwar living at college is a far cry
from the 1930-40 period when
many students managed to get by
on $40 a month or less.
University of Wisconsin's football coach has trouble at home:
his wife, Mrs. Harry Stuhldreher,
a Philadelphia newspaper woman
until she married, wrote "Football
Fans Aren't Human" giving an account ot the things that happened
to her and her sons when a game
was lost. Angry, disgruntled fans
telephoned, telegraphed, and delivered their abuse in person which
is enough to wreck anyone's home.
The October 23 issue of Post carries the complete story. "As Mr.
Stuhldreher so eloquently illustrates, today's crop of undergraduates are willing 'to die for dear
old Rutgers' only during winning
seasons. Football is no longer a
game in their eyes, but a yardstick
by which their school is judged . ."

The University of Miami g
its first concert. The Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Modesto
Alloo, gave an all-Wagner-Shubert
program in which Set Svanholm,
the
distinguished
Metropolitan
Opera tenor, was the feature
guest soloist in arias from "Die
Meistersinger" and "Lohengrin".

The Queen Mary's sailing date
is being held up hy a sympathy
strike of crew members. In the
meantime passengers are living on
board free of charge at a cost to
the shipping co. of about $20,000
Vice President elect Barkley said
in a speech last Saturday that
"this country's differences with
Russia over Germany, Austria, and
Japan are not too complicated to
be settled".

Headlines—"University of Tampa Student Dates a Rollins Girl
—Help!"
Our female wonders,
Amazons, beauties, and beasts
made headlines again. Keep up
record crop of winter wheat
The Furman Hornet announces the fine work girls and we'll make
been planted.
that 25 top American fashion de- the New York Times by Christsigners will create high-style cotprices are expected to
ton costumes especially for the
1949 Maid of Cotton. These deAt Salem College, Winston-Salsigners will outfit the 1949 Maid em, N. C , Bishop Howard E. RondSpain has had its first
with a complete collection of all- thaler will retire as president of pal elections since the wa
occasion cottons to wear on a six- Salem College and Academy at the
month tour of more than 40 fash- end of this school year. Another
The A. F. of L. has invited John
ion centers in the United States college faces the uncertainty of L. Lewis and his United Mine
and abroad. The girl who is sewill be their next president.
Workers back into the fold.

^5tudcnt Council held a short
meeting Monday night. In the 45
minutes it lasted the following was
decided:
a. That a letter be sent to Mr.
and Mrs. May for their fine work
in the Beanery, considering current high prices.
b. That all students should be
on time for Beans at 5:30 Friday.
c. That the Homecoming parade will start at 6:30.
After all of these weighty issues were decided, and the nationwide hookup turned off, the Council went over to the Center to
check in the new pinball machines. F r i d a y , N o v e m D e r 26, 1 9 4 8
These also met with their approval
1:30 Phi Mu (at house).
and everybody went home, happy
1:45 Pan American League (at
in a job well done.
Casa).
2:15 Water skiing team (waterCommunity Service
front).
Committee Lists Purposes 4:00 Housemothers (back of
.\lum house).
The purpose of the C'
4:15 Student Council (back of
Service Committee is to develop
Alum house).
interest within college students in
4:25 Tomokan staff (back of
Community welfare.
The comAlum house).
mittee
provides
opportunities
4:35 Who's Who (back of Alum
whereby a student might participate in group work. Members of house).

4:15

Program Committee (in

Schedule For
front of Chapel).
4:25 Sandspur staff
Tomokan Pictures Chapel).
4:35 Community
front of Chapel).

(in front of

Winslow S. Anderson, former
Rollins Dean died in the Mayo
Clinic November 13th.

Jack Howden, general chairman
Service (in of Homecoming activities predicts
jest and most succesful Homecoming in the history of Rollins.

Tuesday, November 30, 1948

1:30 Kappa Alpha (at house).
1:45
Lambda Chi Alpha (at
house).
4:00
Publicity Committee (in
front of Chapel).
4:10 Race Relations Committee
(in front of Chapel).
4:20
International
Relations
Committee (in front "f Chapel)
4:30 Chapel ushers ;'p fnr> ef
Chapel).

the commtitee work with the Girl
Scouts, Tri-Hi-Y. and Day Nursery Monday. November 29, 1948
Wednesday, December 1,
in both Winter Park and Orlando.
1:30 Sigma Nu (at house).
1:30 Alpha Phi Lambda
They also have members on the
1:45 Delta Chi (at house).
house).
Welfare Planning Board in Or4:00 Chapel staff (in front of
1:45 X Club (at house).
(Continued on page 2)
Chapel).
(Continued on page 2)

1948
(at

HISTORICAL NOTES
Back in 1907 Orange County was
dry county. Students at Rollins
2re then safe guarded from temptation and their attentions were
not distracted from their work, so
stated the catalog for the year
1907-08.

NO CUTS!
B> faculty
ill be given for classes Friday
and Saturday following Thanksgiving except upon recommendation of the Student Deans for
very serious reasons.

Direct Army Show
Mr. James Niver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. F. J. Niver, 425 Old Trail
Road, Daytona Beach, Fla., recently transferred to Eighth Army
Special Services from Seoul, Korea. He has been assigned to the
25th Division in Osaka as Theatrical Director.
It will be the responsibility of
Mr. Niver to plan and supervise
the production of the Soldier
Shows program for that area. Legitimate plays, variety shows, orig.
inal soldier shows and musical productions constitute the major portion of the program.
A graduate of Mainland High
School in Daytona Beach, Mr. Niver then attended Rollins College,
in Winter Park, Fla., where he received his Bachelor of Music degree in 1943. While attending col.

Thursday, November 25
7:30 p.i —Rollins Football Rally Around the Freshman Bonfire
(between College Tennis Courts and the "Dinky Track")
Friday. November 26
2:00 p.i —Water Skiing Championship Exhibition (campus shove
of Lake Virginia)
5:00-6:15—Beanery for entire College.
6:30 p.m.—All floats will assemble in front of the Center. Please
be prompt as the time element is all important.
6:45 p.i —Motorcade to Greater Orlando Stadium.
7:45 p.i —Review and final judging of Student Floats as they
circle the field

Formal Pledge Services
Highlight Long
Rushing Weekend
Pledge services held Sunday afternoon climaxed the weekend of
concentrated rushing. The seven
sororities announced the names of
their new pledges Sunday night.
They are as follows: Alpha P h i Kay Arbaugh, Mary Louis Rothermell, Paula Wren, Joan Steinmetz,
Bettie Deholzer, Marianne Manchester, Jeanne Currie, Barbara
Sheppard, Merle Hodges, and Phyllis Bretelle. Pi Beta Phi—Sally
Bradley, Nancy Crane, Catherine
Dawson, Beverly Hoffman, Grace
Phillips Johnson, Claudia March,
Jean Mora, Carol' Rede, Karen
Steele, Matilann Thorns, Dale
Travis, and Jeannie Wiselogel.
Kappa Alpha Theta—Cookie Swift,
Betty Mikkelson, Virginia Apgar,
Sheila Kelley, Mary Flanders,
Mary Bland Dew, Peggy Randol,
Betsey Haley, and Susan Monaghan. Kappa Kappa Gamma—Gloria Weickbrodt, Pianne Barnes, Diane Vigeant, Martha Ladd. Chi
Omega—Frances Burnett, Phyllis
Portong, Elaine Keeley, Helen Demetrelis, Meg Smith, Ewing McAlIester, Ann Elizabeth Latimore,
Marjorie James, Betty Garrett,
Sylvia Erickson, Pat Roberts, and
Susan Tate.
Phi Mu—Shirley
Merz, Phyllis Rick, Mary Bailey,
Hester Davis, Barbara Lee Davis,
Catherine Johnson, Barlara Bauer,
Irma Shaeffer, and Robin Merrill.
Gamma Phi Beta — Polly Clark,
Nancy Flavell, Lee Gobson, Saretta Hill, Mary Ann Price.

8:00 P. M.—Kickoff time—Rollins vs. Stetson
Homecoming Queen will be crowned and float winners
announced
Saturday, November 27
2:00-3:45 p.m.—Student tennis matches (titlist only) College courts
3:35-5:15 p.m.—Independent, Sorority, and Fraternity Student
Open House for visiting Alumni
9:00 p.i •1:00 a.m.—Student Homecoming Dance at Dubsdread
Country Club. Informal. Sponsored by the Student Council. Ingram Willox's Orchestra.
Monday, November 28
9:45 a.m. Chapel Service—Sermon by Dean Darrah
Monday, November 29
9:00-11:00 a.m.—Eastern Airlines representative in the Center
taking- reservations for Christmas vacation
;:00 p.i ,—Special Preview and dress rehearsal of "Stage Door"
for parents of Rollins students as guests of the Student
Deans and the Rllins Players
Tuesday, November 30
7:00 p.i —Rollins Scientific Society meeting—Alumni house
8:15 p.i —Opening Night of "Stage Door"—Annie Russell Theater
Wednesday, December 1
9:00—Senior Class meeting in the Annie Russell Theater
8:15 p.m.—"Stage Door"
Thursday, December 2 .
8:15—"Stage Door"—Annie Russell Theater
8:30—Civic Music concert—The Big Four Piano Ensemble—City
Auditorium in Orlando
Friday, December 3
Football game, Rollins vs.
8:15—"Stage Door"
Saturday, December 4
8:15—"Stage Door"—Annie Russell Theater
9:00-12:00—Alpha Phi Dance at Dubsdread Country Club, formal
Sunday, December 5
Chapel Service—Sermon by Dean Darrah
Phi Beta Patron Indutcion and Musicale
:00-9:00 p.m.—Kappa Alpha Theta Open House

New Use For
Center Pinball
By G. W. Mooney
As an experimental ^move by the
Student Council, two brand new
pin ball machines were installed in
the Student Center Monday. During the months of September and
October the Center showed a net
loss of ?2,000. Fifty per cent of
the nickels taken in by the pin
ball machines go to the Center, so
it is hoped that the students will
cooperate by entertaining themselves at these machines. Who
knows, if we show enough enthusiasm, maybe we can get intramural
sport credit for pin ball proficiency
tead of having to paddle those
old wet canoes.

Fred Stone Theatre
Announces New Play
By Tom Snow

The next production in the Fred
Stone Theatre is, by nature, something of a rarity—a didactic drama
that is also entertaining. It is
J. B. Priestley's An Inspector Calls,
a suspense-full treatment of a contemporary problem.
Mr. Donald
Allen directs. Charles Dawson, Jan
Olsen, Karen Steele, Jack Mehlek,
There was a young man from Bos- There once was a man from L. A. Tom Snow, Jack Belt, and CatherWho for months had nothing to say ine Johnson make up the cast. I t
ton
will be premiered on December 7,
Who bought a new 49 Austin
When he finally broke down
and will run for three days. StuHe drove to Monoke
He said with a frown?
dent tickets are thirty cents at
The transmission broke
"I found that it just didn't pay." the door. No tickets will be sold in
advance.
And now that new Austin is costin'.
Chap McDonnell
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OLD TIMER
GREETINGS F R O M
THE
PRESIDENT OF T H E UNITED
STATES . . , .

By Pancho Knott
and marijuana harvest.
Squint
Dear Sir:
you probably inherited this trait
dropped his eye teeth in sheer '
Rivalry among nations is an
Hold on, now, there's no need
Chapter VIII
from a forefather who was slain
amazement; he was deeply moved •
story. History shows also that by a cave-man befoe the wheel for alarm. This is way back in
Off to Interior Africa
by the sincerity and simplicity of i
rival powers can exist peacefully was invented, therefore depriving 1940, when the Burke-Wadsworth
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue at Interlachen
Telephone 187 J
After making a hasty getaway
in the world. The possession of you of all basic intelligence.
the little altar with One-eye Tai j
Bill was passed.
from Big Jon De Urresti's Bowery
Kditurinl ilonrd
the
atomic
bomb
has
increased
thi
kneeling before it salaming humbly j
But
did
it
cause
a
commotion
Give
it
up
as
a
bad
deal,
Pete,
Editor in Chief
.
Pete Sholley
Business Manager
sam Barc^hers horrors and potential dangers of and end it all in Lake Virginia . . , then! Dr. Anderson, then Dean flat, where they had rescued hand- before the sacred bottle of Sir \
Advertising Commissioiur
\iidy Toinai*ko
some young Babyface, Squint Talof the College, called a meeting
Hiram Schenley, commonly known 1
Circulation Manager
Alice Smith wars to an extent that sovereign
Milton Schwartz
ton, Ape Mooney, and Jolting Joe
News Editors
. Nancy Pry
to the consumers of the Western \
Suggest you consult a thesaurus, for men in the Annie Russell The- Masters carried their unscrupuh
Cecil Van Moose nations must maintain permanent
Sports Editors
Jim McMenemy peace with liberty under a system —Ed.
atre to discuss questions about the
injured young chieftain quickly to Hemisphere as "The Black Death."
Dn\e MeKlethan of world justice.
draft.
After the ceremony was over,
Feature Editor
(hap McDonnell
the waterfront and put his beaten
Society Editor
Martha McDonald
Veterans should take the lead Dear Students,
Dr. Hamilton Holt in one of his mistreated young form tenderly on Squint ambled slowly up to OneLayout and Lead Editor
Robert Van Hoose
Fashions
Bev Hanson in creating an improved atmosspeeches, strongly urged that the a sacky, rat-infested Chinese junk, eye. "Here's a ten spot, One-eye.
HOMECOMING
is
supposed
to
Movie Reviews
Jack Mehlek phere to strengthen the United
be an event nothing short of spec- United States stay out of war if JoltingVoe Masters, who was tak- See that Babyface has a comfortArtists
Nations. In acting to improve tacular, it is in almost every col- at all possible.
ing Babyface out of the country able trip. If you do a good job.
Harry James, Charles Dawson, Harry Baldwin, Tom Snow,
future negotiations a realistic in- lege and university in the country
He said that he believed Europe to recuperate from his many Jolting Joe from Kokomo will have
Betty Hammer, Robert Neuhaus
sight into war motivates a chal- Naturally the big event is usually was finished, finished even if EngPhotographers
wounds received at the brawny another ten spot for ya when ya
lenge for an alternate to war.
Stanley Rudd, Dave Manley, Kitsy Graham, Elsie Shaw,
a good football game, we are as-land were to win the war. So he hands of Big Jon, t h e Basque dock in Algiers."
Kit Bowen, Walter Searson
* History has shown that the sov- sured of that. But what about th felt that we should stay out of the
Rat, also stowed his velvet coverGordon Marks
One-eye Tai accepted the greasy,
ereign state system has never suc- rest of the ceremony? Will every conflict, remain strong, and then
ed trunk containing his gold-plat- moldy ten dollar bill with wild '
Proofreaders
cessfully prevented war. Our great organization participate in the big take the lead after all was over.
ed barbells, several huge foot- fervor and passion. Greedily he ^
Virginia Cheney, Ann Lewis Turley, Juana Bostedo
need now is for realistic steps parade and enter "floats", or will But preparations went on.
lockers containing Jolting Joe's
Rewrite
caressed its texture and stroked
which will discard the war-produc- interest disappear just when the
Dr. Lawrence Kinsler offered priceless
and ultra-fashionable
Noah Genz, Joan Strahale, Jan Olson. Josh Poole, John Whitn
Polly Clark, Ann Elizabeth Latimore, Eleanor Smith, Dale Travis, Betty ing sovereign state system for a work should be started? How his knowledge of physics and math wardrobe, and several cases of the sloppily painted picture of
J. Garrett, Betty Matthews.
plan of world federal government many Open Houses are planned
to the Navy and was given a Lieu imported Lower Sloljbovian strain Thomas Jefferson lovingly as if
that offers the best chance of
Piny Reviews
tenant's commission in the Re-ed spinach juice aboard the dilap he were a long lost brother. "Thank
The "HOMECOMING" dance
permanent peace and prosperity.
Gerry Walker, Milton Schwartz, Nan Van Zile
idated, scummy. Chink junk which you So much, Honorable Squint,"
not even going to be formal. If
Sincerely,
Lt. Kinsler felt, however, that belonged to One-Eye Tai, cheap, asped the cheap scummy Chinese
Features
it were to be held immediately
Ted Emery
Fred Rogers, Leslie Boyd, Bill Carmel, Mary Ann Price, Gloria Everunless war actually came, he would double-crossing, alcoholic Chinese muggier and narcotic peddler, '
after the game this would be
ingham, Meg Smith, Belford Richards, Marty Rowsey, Marjorie James,
May the great Alcohol God, Sir
Merle Hodges. Jeane Hagan, Carol Grasky, Nancy Morrison, Susan Tate,
derstandable, but it is a complete merely be doing research in his smuggler and opium peddler.
Derek Dunn-Rankin.
My Dear Inebriated Editor:
Hiram Schenley, smile upon you, i
chosen field.
and separate affair.
Did someone, a t one time or anWhen Babyface was comfortably
d may your rackets reap you ^
Prof. E. Weinberg hastily beReporters
Everyone does a lot of "griping"
Bill Goldrick, Robin Merrill, Pat Roberst, Sheila Kelly, Ralph Seidel, other, very intentionally mislead
gan a course in radio communica- situated below decks in the drink- huge monetary returns." One-eye
Cnthia Carll, Nancy Crane, Meriel Riddle, Margy Mountcastle, Merle you and inflate your ego by sug- about social events at Rollins, esing salon of the dilapidated old grinned fiendishly and bowed revHodges. Bettie Merrell. Beverly Jean Hoffman, John E. Stripling, Jane
pecially where student participa- tion and theory as a step in prepajunk, having a snoot full before erently before the mighty Squint
Allen Sharpe, Marge Watson, Bob Elman, Claudia Marks. Dana Abbott. gesting, either directly or indirectDixie Koos, Betty Lou Browning, Margy Mountcastle, Beverly Cotter, ly, that you might possibly have tion is necesary. Most affairs ration for defense.
Billie Moore, Peggy Lawwill, Ed Granberry, Dick Knott, Randy Walker,
The Student Council voted to r e retiring for the night, and Jolting who was really no big wheel in the
just fall short of being successful.
Milton Schwartz, Bud Johnson.
some minute talent along the lines
Joe Masters had set up his portable underworld—just one of BabyThe reason, students ?
You're turn a proportional part of th(
of literary composition and newsgym in the foul-smelling, vermin- face's many stooges.
Layout
LAZY. That's why everyone seems Association fee to students who
infested hold of the junk next to
Rhoda Knight, Richard Elliott, Jo Ann Dilly, Carol Reed, Sylvia Erikson paper editing ? If this was theto lack spirit. Due to the climatic were called before the year
A huge, wet tear welled up in
c^se, I feel for you and I hope
One-eye Tai's indoor poppy and Squint's good eye as he realized
Typists
out.
conditions, many assume that carethat
the
bum
who
was
responsible
marijuana gardens. Squint Talton
Jack Reardon, Marshall Sttfne, Ann Marie Kerlin, Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel
deeply One-eye needed the
And Mrs. Thurston Adams sold
less attitude, which is nothing
has found the error of his ways
entered the Captain's cabin t o pay
Member
ten spot due to cut-throat compemore than old-fashioned laziness. odds-and-ends outside the Beanand committed suicide. This is
One-eye off and give him final
ery, the proceeds going to Buntition he was running up against
(Signed)
ftssocicrted GDileftiote Press
nothing personal, you understand,
instructions as to satisfying Babydles for Britain.
the opium and marijuana pedLAZY
but I strongly feel that yoiir newsface's eccentricities and peculiar
Diitribulor of
So all was in readiness.
paper stinks. The articles stink,
whims which would no doubt come dling racket from Shaky Simpson^
Did
I
say
".
.
.
no
need
for
dilapidated,
stupid, New EnglandDear
Sir:
the editorials stink, and even the
to the surface during the trip. He
peddler who had recently exWill you please explain to me alarm"? Let me reconsider.
ink they're printed on stinks. Of
found One-eye going through his
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
We are once again facing a evening prayers and fiendish in- tended his scope of business to the
course you could have the ink per- what kind of school you are runUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
fumed, but for the other detri- ning down there? I had sent my peace-time draft. Once again the cantations, kneeling humbly in orient and F a r East.
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
After sad farewells were exmental attributes I can suggest no little son, Marmaduke, to Rollins President is calling young men front of a fifth of Sir Hiram Schen.
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer,
order that he become an expert away from their normal life and ley's blended spirits, praying t o changed between Squint, Jolting
remedy. Maybe if you took a
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be
•se in English composition your Flutist. He was a good boy. He maknig them become puppets in a the Alcohol God, the greatest of Joe, and Babyface, the dilapidated,
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj
work might improve but as I un- didn't smoke or drink and only play of—will it be—war.
all Chinese spirits, for a pleasant scummy, rotten, hulking Chinese
the
Sandsfur.
Let's take a piece-meal look at voyage to Africa and a good poppy junk sped swiftly out to sea, its
derstand the situation such courses went out with the nicest girls.
(Continued on page 3)
ire beyond your ken. Don't feel After six weeks a t Rollins, he's our "peace".
(Continued on page 3)
Palestine uprisings cause more
Hello, all you wonderful alumni!
esponsible for your ignorance as
deaths; Enmity between U.S. and
It sure is good to see you back amongst the palmettos
Russia growing; Angry threats
and pink stucco again, even if it's only for a little while.
bandied in U.N.; Convulsions of
Looking over the care-free waters of Lake Virginia, it
civil war grip China; Eruptions of
probably seems that you've never been away. Uh-huh, we
fighting over the world mars peace.
Many more "spellings" of peace
can imagine. There's nothing like a spouse, a house, and a
The mails came this afternoon. is a long, long, story. Take a
ight be found, all of them indicAlas!
Burt
realizes
that
the
only
certain amount of progeny to make the time pass quickly.
By Jack Mehlek
way out is to have his wife bumped ative of the times; all with the My allotment was a flat heavy listen. Many of you will rememNow that you are back on campus, though, you will "Sorry, Wrong Number"
e meaning. How long is peace package from Florida. Inside were ber that last spring a new columnoff, and collect her insurance. He
probably pay much attention to things that went more or In "Sorry, Wrong Number" Burt grimly makes arrangements for going to mean—unrest?
back copies of magazines, invita- appeared in the SS. Signed The
I would like to put a question to tions to subscribe to Holiday and Idiot, the author of this scribbling
less unnoticed in your oh-so-short four years here. The Lancaster has a mournful message the kill.
unknown even to Pete, who reWalk of Fame will bear close perusal, as will the Beal-Malt- to convey to you gullible gents who When next we find Miss Stan- you and the world; a question The Saturday Review of Literature, was
hold that heaven is marriage to
by William Shakespeare official letters from Yale (don't ceived each week's contribution
bie Shell Museum and the Morse Gallery. The elder set a rich girl. Burt, a penniless peas- wyck we find her amazingly meta- worded
morphosed: reminiscent of the fin- and spoken by the Duke of Bur- they know I'm here, I wonder?), an through the mail, often accomwill be seen stroking the pillared facade of Knowles, Pin- ant, chances upon wealthy wench, al portrait of Dorian Grey. She is gundy in Henry V. These lines invitation to join a book club, tick- panied by a scurrilous note. Now,
hurst, Lyman, and Cloverleaf, comfortable in the discovery Barbara Stanwyck, who has a sur- alone, in bed, and scared silly. Barb
i written centuries ago andet applications for the Yale games when I found that out, I started
that some things don't change so very much. Tall tales of plus of everything—including cash. then goes through a program of speak of times older still, but, how (a little late; the season is about trying to hunt down the writer.
over—so is Yale), and four Sand- No luck. Much conferencing with
Then it isn't long before we seewhat might be termed emotional fitting:
the Rollins of yore will be bandied about, until the classes Barbie taking Burt under her wing
spurs. These instantly overwhelm- Hugh and Wes Emery, much scan. . let it not disgrace me,
interrupted by numof '48-'50 will have cause to wonder nothing ever happens nd flying to the family mansion gymnastics,
erous hysterical telephone antics. If I demand, before this royal view, ed me with nostalgia, not to say ning of lists, much re-reading of
a few memories, No, it was NOTthe column in order to discover
any more.
for matrimonial purposes. But
At last the killer arrives, creeps What rub or what impediment
a reaction to the cold bare view of clues. No luck. Friends of Hugh's
The Campi welcomes you. Alumni, and we'uns of this Barb's father has other ideas, de- up to her covers and croaks her.
there is,
New Haven rooftops and back who were visiting encouraged me
here younger generation promise to laugh at all your jokes nouncing Burt as a lousy lug who This morbid scene is shattered Why that the naked, poor and
yards. This was IT, and IT forced further. No luck. So finally the
ihould be tossed out of the villa on
mangled
Peace,
by
the
insistent
buzz
of
the
phone;
if you will give us a few of your success stories to soften his muscle-bound ear. It seems
me to stop what I was doing—rest- last Issue came, and the last coland, in conclusion, the murderer Dear nurse of arts, plenties and
the grim picture of the Post-College World.
ing—and start another article for umn—only it wasn't signed The
that the old boy objected to the
joyful births.
lifts the receiver and utters a
Idiot. I t was signed Weston EmPete. Here we go, folks.
fact that "Lank" had never finishBowery-like: "Sorry, dis is da
ed college; in fact, he never startI see where Hester has broken ery, and the moment I saw that I
Should not expel these inconwrong numbah."
ed. But if he had started he never
into print twice. Nothing like see- realized that I had been had, good
veniences
It's all exciting enough, alluld have finished anyway. Vio- though I became a little weary And bles us with her former qual- ing thy own name in print, is there, and plenty. All this weighty talk
Hes? But SOMEONE did some- that had been handed me. All this
ities."
QUESTION: What Are You Going To Do In The Event Of Another lently casting her mink coat jack- watching Barbara Stanwick, who I
et
and convertible keys on the maintain was thoroughly picked,
thing funny. Hester got mentioned encouragement: just so much
War?
Persian
rug,
Miss
Stanwyck
I brother—sister routine, with prune juice. Even Hugh's friends
1948
writhing and whining throughout
Pete Sholley—Pierce my eardrums. Yuk, yuk.
screeches something about never the action.
me. Well, look, I have a perfectly had been told. I'd had it. Proper.
Ed Cgpeland—What war?
Yesterday I held the world in my good, well, pretty good, (sort of— All this I realized in a moment
having her own way, etc. etc. The
;
Jinx Steele—Join the organization with the cutest uniform.
hands,
scene changes and the couple, now
well, uh—) brother there right now. and when I could speak I said as
TOMOKAN PICTURES
Betsy Haley—Dig a Hole and Crawl in.
ut today I saw, I knew, I was You know, Hugh, VP of the student much. "Oh," said P a t May and
married, are at each others throats.
John Gray—Hibernate.
afraid.
(Continued from page 1)
Burt wants to move out of the fambody,
lets-get
starHed-on-time, John Waring, "we knew last
Dick Schatz—I'm going to find a set of folding golf clubs.
I saw men, strong, self-sufficient huh? boy, Joe Miller of the plant week." So I drank the rest of my
ily nest and purchase a little
Blandie—Gonna cry.
I saw men, distrustful, unjust,
4:00 Choir (in the Chapel).
apartment . . . with Barb's money,
world, etc. Why not mention him, coffee, suddenly quite bitter, and
Cecil Van Hoose—I'd take Mag and go to the Hills.
seething
4:15 Studio Club (in front of
of course. Barb sneers at this
he's THERE, I'm not. And by the went home, leaving twrf Phi Mu
Derek Dunn-Rankin—There's a little place in the Everglades—
,w men, weak and tired and
comment and flies into another Chapel).
way, Hester is following in my snickers behind me, Hm.
David McKeithan—What would I do? Why, I'd go in the army tantrum—the two lovebirds then
4:25 Rollins Players (in front of
bowing
footsteps, eh? Just WHICH footI had to stay in town for a week
I guess. Wait, if that is for the Sandspur, I would marry a girl with proceed to beat hell out of each Chapel).
Men, cautiously probing, stepping steps, please?
after graduation, and the night
15 kids.
4:35 Publications Union (in
softly
other.
Hank Gooch is back. Bill, too, before I was to drive North I went
front of Chapel).
Not delaying yet not hurrying
Finally, the spoiled spouse takes
maybe ?
to the Emerys t o say goodbye.
Making decisions and revisions.
soaked Crosley to a shiny chrome- to bed with a so-called cardiacThe KA's lost a touch football Weston made the tactical errov.,
plated motor scooter. We hope neurosis condition; and "Lank", a Thursday, December 2, 1948 Deliberating , . . slowly, surely,
game. Surprise. So did the Delta of leaving for a glass of beer and
I,
a
filament
in
his
weave
of
the
1:30
Independent
Men
(back
of
The Stay Loose Kids Bud andthat all of his brothers will follow yes-man in her father's plant, beChi's and Independents. No sur- I siezed my opportunity. When
world,
Bill Whitbold have signed some this splendid example of the free gins smuggling chemicals to a Lyman Hall).
I went home I had a terry cloth
prise.
I lie here silent.
sort of unholy pledge with the enterprise system at woi'k in any local gang. (Don't ask me why!) 1:45 Alpha Phi (at house).
Concerning a Pelican weekend, jacket of his, with Army insignia.
4:15 Football team (Harper- You men who speak so loudly,
W.C.T.U., for they have been seen future financial dealings they The gang soon pulls the blackmail
Come a short time later, a light
who is "Miami"?
Shepherd Field).
Be still, be still!
both nights this weekend drinking might have.
on Burt, demanding a nebulousAND, AND, AND, the Idiot is flashed in my window and I looked
Dr. "Lizard Bait" Copeland has numbered amount of cash, or else!
Seven-Up with two straws.
(Continued on page 4)
here
again.
Settle
back,
folks,
this
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.
In all seriousness, we should decided to continue his safiries into
like to commend "lookie heah now" rye-and-ginger soaked wilderness,
Goode "I-don*t-care-what-she-looks no matter what the cost.
like get-me-a-date-with-her" TayCOMMUNITY SERVICE
lor on their new lease on study
habits.
(Continued from page 1)
Shamus "Eenie Meeni" Mulloy
has announced that one of his lando and plan to work on a pioj
harem has been scratched, but he eet for this board in some vaiiou'
is not quite sure which one.
field of community service. The
"Box Ankle Too" McDonnell and Committee, as a group, throughout
"Happy -tho- Broke" Fitzgerald the year will be planning var
seem to be suffering from cor- projects in which they might be
rinary throbosis, a disease which of assistance to the Community ai
sometimes lasts for life.
a whole or particular individual:
Bill "Anybody-Want-to-Buy-Six- within the community. One o.
right-shoes"
Shafer
announces their first projects wiil be a visit
that he has been completely anes- to the Crippled Children's Hom
thetized by an Orange General The Community Service helped
lovely. (Nothing is without its work with the TB unit while
compensations).
was on campus in the fall and a
Jim "Sometimes I Just Can't assisted the Girl Scouts in th
Help Myself" Johnson has ad- vesper service on Girl Scout Si
vanced from a dirty old water- day.

Gollesiote Di6esl

CINERARIUM

Inquiring Reporter

THE CROW CALL

LIFE IS BUT A DREAM

ROLLINS
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Necklines to Drop
Below Bosom Says
Rene Hubert

CAMPUS KEYHOLER
i;
Sigma Nu Noddings
((The big event of the past we'ek
as the playing of the much-tall^-about "screen door open golf
'itch". This is to be a weekly
fudge game the "Buffalo Schmoe'
Jd Andrew J. Tomasko (the poo
V ' s caddie) playing the two
Vns Baked from Boston,
Mentally, "Lover", Gordon stated
^'it before the tee off time that
^ had turned down 5 dates, sc
*lt the match might be played,
^til today, Tomasko had never
^r\ a golf club and it was report
* that on his first attempt to hit
'*! ball he actually went furthei
l^n the ball. The game proceedwithout interruption until just
"!fore sun down when Tomasko
%pped his clubs, turned toward
t east and knelt face down,
•inds outstretched.
His excuse
*is that he was a Bee Bop fan.
iFriday night Harry, the Buffalo
Ichmoe", Tomasko, One Arm, and
t's Eyes journeyed to Tampa for
«j football game. Everything was
be until the rains came. It rained
5 hard that Simpson's $20 suit
"larly vanished from shrinkage.
Whing to report on Slippery Ed
!!s week.
il
X Club Xcerpts
^Harvard, Pope, Palmer, and ArHd took in the game at Tampa,
/ d e Kelly was runnerup in the
'ibsdread "club" tourney last
«ek. We finally bought a new
Ke box. We finally sent a let»' to our Alums. The brevity of
"ts column is due to the fact that
<l-o Kelly is supposed to write it
»,-, he had to play football in Tam.
«I and left it up to Punchy Polack,
J-c in turn left it up to Mrs.
W , who in turn left it up to
cil, who in turn left it up to,

(i
Pi Phi Patter
-What a week! Mayflower is now
ilsiooperating from a week of sucisful rush parties. A big time
- s had by all; except for dates.
cy fell by the wayside, while
iir Pi Phis were being rounded
. . . A Plantation Party at the
onial home of an Alum', Mrs.
ter, started things rolling Thurs-f night. Southern belles Bob1, Van, and Corky greeted every»i at the door, dressed in long
•issses with whoop skirts. "Mint
Meps" and hor d'ouvres added to
in occasion. A sextette of Negro
ivs singing spirituals (and of
inrse "Dixie"), completed the atoo-spbere. We ended with Carolyn
Kging Pi Phi Sweetheart, while
Itr Pi Phi Girl, Pat Warren, gave
Iffl rushees wine carnation favors
A Santa Claus, Corky Hall, made
jiremendous hit at our traditional
jristmas Party, Friday night.
iiStockings and angels were given
[Dfavors, while Santa read a poem
fiut each girl. Candy canes, pop
^ balls, hot cocoa, Christmas
#"019, and of course, a Christmas
ne, were added enjoyments. With
E, this, no one seemed to mind
itHta's difficulty when "his stomft" fell to the floor! . . . Our
Inferential Dinner at June Nelj»'s was a huge success. It was
i^rbeque supper outside. Lights
^ e strung throughout the trees,
J the barbequed chicken was out
i,this world! Pi Phi songs coml.ted the evening . . . Nothing
^te compared with the pledging
K Sunday!
It was especially
,illing for the Sophomores, who,
.,• the first time became "mothA banquet at Harper's foi-1

lowed — and n
everything Mrs. Barber.
seems quite dull,
all over but
Chi Omega congratulates all
the shouting. At least for anothe other sororities on their new
year!
pledges.
P.S.—With our sign back up,
there's no place like home!
Alpha Phi Phun
The Alpha Phis are bursting
Alpha Phi Lambda News
with pride over their new pledge
Bob Heath, with his cheerleadclass gained after three mad days
of partying. Our first party blos- er's stick, J. T. Murphy, Charles
somed into a Holiday Hullabaloo, Robinson, our president, R. Johnfeaturing a Varga calendar of Al- son, and Bill Cramel . . . all with
pha Phi with holiday poems in. their instruments made spirit at
eluded in the skit. Friday night's the Tampa game. Spirit was great
Shanghai party proved a barrel of . . . boys got wet.
The vine has it the Casanova
fun with Penny Crane doing hei
Beatrice Kaye act in the Delta Chi M. Stone has been showng a cerLodge. Glamour reigned at the tain Phi Mu just what the moon
last party held at Mrs. Russell looks like when it's 15/16 full.
Paul Klores wanted to be a first
Ramsey's home in Winter Park
a sweetheart of each fraternity bass, but Paul Klores isn't a first
was presented by candlelight with bass . . . he's a second tenor. After
fraternity songs as the background much persuasion in Alpha Phi
Lambda choir practice on Sunfor a very impressive skit.
News travels via ye olde grape- day, Choirmaster J.T.M. finally let
vine that Dottie Aubinoe, our last Paul sing a low second tenor. "God
year's president, is planning to Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen".
Fred McFalls has been really
descend on us sometime during the
next few weeks, but knowing Dot- giving that fiddle of his a worktie, it'll be a surprise whenever she out. Already this year he's played
in quite a few concerts. Only
Now that pledging is over, the last week he entertained Prexy
Alley Fleas will be working hard with a few selections out at the
on their Christmas dance with a president's house. Fred is
homecoming float squeezed in working on some numbers which
somewhere between. And in the are scheduled on a concert promeantime, Mag and Cecil are mak- gram in Orlando this week.
We all wish Helen Demetralng big plans for a re-pinning par;y . . . date and place undecided the best of luck in the coming
election. She's our lady for Homeuntil the pin comes!
Kappa Capers
We heard last week that our last
year's Kappa "president, Lee Bongart, will "visit us sometime this
month. And after Christmas, she
d another Kappa graduate, Alice
O'Neal will be down for the winter
golf circuit.
Kappas were proud to receive
e word that we have three candidates for homecoming queen:
Pat German, representing X Club;
Joyce
Yeomans, representing
Lambda Chi; and Billie Moore,
representing Delta Chi.
While rushing may be a lot of
work, for the Kappas it was also
a lot of fun. Friday night we entertained at the Club Cabana with
a Bowery party. "Bubsey" Morrison's bubble-dance, Flossy "comeand-get-it" Hendrick's rendition of
"All of Me", and Lone Star Whittle's "I'm the Lomesomest Gal in
Town" were the highlights of the
show. Our capable master of ceremonies was Edward G. Rowsy,
and singing waiters were Bee Godfrey, Billie Moore, Carolyn Maas,
and Jean Clancy.
Friday night we threw a Hobo
party complete with knapsacks,
hotdogs, harmonica, and Jean
Clancy's gpitar.
Saturday night our party wa
held at Maud Trisman's home i
Winter Park.
The theme wa
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow",
And with that we ended a hectic
week!
Chi O Cut-Pps
Chi 0 Bev Burkhart chalks up
another honor by being nominated to Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
Thursday night the Chi Omegas
went rustic with a Ranch Party
out at a lake home, appropriately
dubbed "The Lucky X of the Golden Horseshoe". The second party
featured a glittering fashion show
along with' a Perfume Bar in the
Chi 0 living room. Harmony was
at the Symphony party
of
Saturday night at the

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
Winter Park's Newest and Slost Modern Shop
SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
HAIRCUTS

powerful diesels purring happily
on their fuel diet of kerosene and
mothballs. The sea voyage was
very uneventful. Jolting Joe lifted
his gold-plated bar bells faithfully
every other day, and spent his
leisui'e moments by filling the
gullible head of One-eye Tai with
fantastic tales of his great love
affairs and adventures, all of which
were obviously complete falsehoods
and figments of a demented and
•worked imagination. One-eye
while not guiding the junk, spent
time taking in all the guff
that Jolting Joe was slinging him,
and tending lovingly his marijuana
and opium gardens. Babyface, on
the other hand, was well on his
way to health by staying in a perpetual alcoholic stupor in the
drinking salon of the junk. Oneeye had also introduced our young
blue-eyed, blonde-haired, young
hero to the reefer habit. By the
time the old junk was steaming
towards the harbor of Algiers, one
of the chief African seaports, Babyface was caught deep in the web
of the horrible weed habit. Even
Jolting Joe would occasionally gather in the drinking salon with
Babyface, pull closed the Venetian blinds, turn down the lights,
and light up one of One-eye Tai's
home grown reefers.
j

The new outfit will be completed
with a built-in telephone—shades
to match. These will be tiny walkie-talkies in attractive suede bags
that hang on your belt, and receivers will be collapsible.
Are they thrying to throw us
to the wolves ? Why not have our
telephone numbers embroidered on
our barks?
into the teeming harbor of Algiers
one bright and sunny morning.
After docking, One-eye Tai unloaded all of Babyface's and Jolting
Joe's paraphernalia from the junk,
naturally expecting a little tip
in return for his meager services.
After calling Babyface and Jolting
Joe a rickshaw. One-eye ambled
slowly up to Jolting Joe: "Honorable Jolting Joe! Squint Talton
say you will give me a ten spot
at successful completion of this
voyage. Fork up honorable ten
spot, please." One-eye's face leered
with greed.
Jolting Joe smiled warmly:
"Why of course. One-eye." He
reached slowly into his pocket,
withdrew a gleaming ten spot
which he had printed the night
before, and purposely let it slip
from his fingers onto the wet,
slippery dock. "Oops! So soUy,

-eye.'
eye bent over and reached
greedily for the ten spot. At the
same time Jolting Joe deftly pulled
an ice pick forth from his dapper
seer-sucker sport coat and plunged
it deeply into One-eye's neck. Oneeye screamed horribly, clutched
his leg, and fell moaning to the
dock. Jolting Joe once again jabbed him with the ice pick, only this
time through the left lung. Oneeye twiched and then laid still.
He was dead. Jolting Joe deftly
After nine months at sea, the sprinted over to the rickshaw in
staunch little junk rolled merrily which Babyface was patiently
Box 119, RFD 1

HOTEL

Tel. 26 Lon-wiHKl — Just oflf Rt. 17-92 between
Orlando and Sanford ^

...

$1.00
$1.50

The dynamic duo feels very elated. We've finally received a request!
Lynn Lahn, of the Corrin Hall
clan, suggested that we do a
umn devoted to tenor saxmen. Who
could disappoint such a beautiful
lady?
Coleman Hawkins tees off with
the tenor man's dream, Body and
Soul, which he puts through the
paces in three different keys. His
beautiful coda alone would
enough to keep it remembered long
after Gordon MacKae's attempts to
assonate have gone by the board.
A niche in Jazz's Hall of Fame
is rightly reserved for Charlie Ventura. Charlie is best remembered
for his cutting of Dark Eyes, with
the Gene Krupa Trio back in 1945.
The always acceptable "Laura"
is given a tremendous treatment by
Don Byas in Savoy's album of
Tenor Sax Solos. Byas, who's been
kicking around for a number of
years, is at his best at this tempo.
And who could go wrong with a
tune like Laura?
Lester Young, Basie's boy, colnes
through with a knock-down-dragout arrangement of Lester Leaps
In, which puts us up in the air.
The reverse, Yesterdays, is an ideal
set-up for his effluent style.
Between screeches, Illinois Jacquet, of the JATP Jacquets, comes
up with something Boffo. His Funny That Way contains more innuendo than a dozen vowdlerized
Stardusts.
For a fine, there's always Flip
Philips. His big, booming tenor
has held together more songs than
Iturbi's music cabinet. Caledonia,
Goosey Gander, and Apple Honey
all bear Flip's trademark.
Bill Barker and Jug Stang
General Motors has announced
their 1949 buicli; it is to be a steel
topped convertible that doesn't
convert.
waiting. "Where to now, boss?"
Ne're going to the Casbah,
Jolting Joe. I have an old flame
who sings in Baxter's Beer Garden
that I want to look up."
(Next week—Babyface in the
Casbah)

THOMPSON-REEVES

LOVE'S LABOR LOST
2ar Deborah: I go around with
girl who still wears her hair a
la mode of Veronica Lake. I have
had five dates with her, but still
don't know what she looks like,
What shall I do?—Suspenseful.
Dear Suspenseful: Perhaps it
is better that way?—Deborah
Dear Deborah: I have been trying to make time with a girl in
the Center, but my dandruff is
always falling in her coffee. What
can I do? —Flaky.
Dear Flaky: Try Wildroot. In
her coffee, I mean. —Deborah
Dear Deborah: I am in love with
a girl, but she insists upon seeing some geek from Florida every
week-end. How can I mutilate him
without having the blame fall
upon me ?—Homocidal
Dear Homocidal: Hit him over
the head, grind him up, and put
him in an electric garbage disposal
unit. —Deborah

my dog. —Chicken
Dear Chicken: What kind of a
girl do you go out with anyway?
—Deborah
THUNDERING HEARD
(Continued from page 2)
asking for $5 a week extra (in
nickels) to play the pin-ball machine. As I understand it this
machine supports the Student Center and keeps it from going in the
red. What I want to know is why
they can't make enough money
selling ice-coffee for a dime to
support this enterprise.
These coin operated machines are
gambling devices, next week I expect to hear they have installed
slot-machines and roulette tables.
It costs me enough to send my little Marmaduke to school without
these extra expenses and if Rollins won't give him a Pin-Ball machine scholarship I shall be forced
to withdraw him.
Mrs. Philomenea Updyke-Flugger.

Dear Deborah: For weeks now, I
have been staying home every
night, refusing numerous dates
with the big wheels on campus,
and in general just wasting away;
all for the sake of my studies. Is
my education worth this? —Book
Worm
Dear Book Worm: Definitely
not! —Deborah
^
Dear Deborah: My watch dog
got loose the other night to join
; Annie Russell Players—I had
protection. Please tell me how to
protect myself without the aid of

Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.

51,000
PEOPLE
CAN'T BE WRONG
Bar-B-Ques Prepared for
ROLLINS STUDENTS
Free of Charge

Roper's Grill

WINTEE PARK - PHONB 450

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
MOST BEAUTIFUL
THEATRE
AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOtTR COMFORT

NOW THRU SATURDAY
See Danny Kaye, Kin^ Klonii himself, at his nienrlcst niadeap

"A SONG * is BORN"
IX TECHNICpLOR
With these s^eat band leaders . . .
oodman - Tommy Dorsey - Louis Armstroiis
U- Barnet - Lionel Hampton - Mel Powell

SUNDAY - MONDAY
what she'll do to you: The perCee

Jewelers

"THAT LADY IN ERMINE'

HandicraftStudio
211 E. Welbourne Ave.
Bernats & Minerva Yarns
New Argyle Paks—
Argyle Sock Book
Nylon Yarns
ELIZABETH S. BAYLES

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
this darfnjz; sajera of the

'DEEP

Spoonhandle" hy

WATERS"

Ward's Holiday Inn
FULL COURSE STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS
Catering to Fraternity and Sorority Banquets
COCKTAIL LOUNGE — BAR
Sanford-Orlando Highway 17-92
An Atmosphere of Refinement
E. P. WARD
Owner-Manager

For Reservations
Phone 9174-J, Winter Park

FREE

FREE

1 5"x7" ENLARGEMENT

AND

REXALL DRUG STORE
COURTESY

CARDINAL PHOTO FINISHERS
...

W a x Museum

Maitland, Florida

WINTER PARK PHARMACY

Shepard's

Daily Bridge Luncheon .. ...
Complete Dinners
Deluxe Thanksgiving Dinner
with Smorgasbord
...

THE KEELERS
(Continued from page 2)

•We had better start a streamlining campaign, girls—Rene Hubert, top-notch Hollywood dress
designer predicts short skirts,
skin-tight and slit to the thigh for
1960.
With pop-over neck-lines.
Hubert says that we are nevei
satisfied with styles for long
American women will never weai
street-length dresses for daytime
the only way they can go now ii
up.
Necklines will drop below the
bosom. A 1950 lady will be practically bare, but not quite. (What
do we do when it gets cold—wear
our bare (bear) skins?)
That which is exposed will b
chiffon covered—with an embroidered butterfly or a pearl for decorations.
So that we won't appear too
bore, the overflowing neckline will
covered with a lot of jewelry;
long gloves, nately decoratI doubt if th. will be noticed
much.
Every curve
11 be outlined,
and the only pla '. we will be allowed to bulge is the neckline; so
go easy on the potatoes, from now

with each roll of film developed and
printed during the next month.

Closest to the Canipus

LONGWOOD

S A N D S P U R

$2.50

15 N. Parramore Ave.

Susseslions from our Daily a la Carte Menu:
One dozen Junil)o Shrimp or Seafood Combination Perch, Shrimp, Scallops, Oysters $1.25

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Our tim 6iucationBllra\/d Service^
NOW READY TO SERVE YOU. . .
Established especially to advise a n d assist t h e
student traveler . . . this n e w division is n o w
ready t o h e l p you plan vacation t r a v e l . : :
o r g a n i z e your foreign study p r o g r a m . . .
h a n d l e all a r r a n g e m e n t s for g r o u p s o r individuals. A m e r i c a n Express buys steamship,
air, rail tickets . . . makes hotel reservations
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HOMECOMING GAME TO DRAW BIG CROWC
Tars Romp Over Outd asse(
Spartan Team 35 to 6, In Mud

KA'S SLATED FOR X-ClubEdsesOut
TOyCH FOOTBALL Delta Chi 13 to 7
In the second overtime game of
the year, the Delta Chis fought
the X Club all over the Sandspur
Bowl last Tuesday before going
down by a score of 13 to 7. F
the opening kickoff until the last
3 minutes it was Dave Larson and
Company all the way. The Delta
Chis scored early in the game when
Kelley Emery caught a Larson
pass in the end zone, and Larson
kicked the point. The X Club scored
in the final minutes when Arnold
took a long pass from Cox and
raced ever the goal line. The point
after touch down came on a peculiar pass from Cox to big BiU Koch
after a bad pass from center. The
regular game time ended and the
game was forced into the overtime
period. At this time the X Club
seemed to come alive and blasted
their way up the field on a number
of running plays. Cox scored on
an end run and the game ended a
few plays later.

Intramural Crown At
Stake in Games
This Week
Intramural football entered the
home stretch last week afltisfc'om
here it looks like the KA's haye the
inside track. Wtih only two games
left on their schedule, the KA's
are the team to beat. However,
with a few bad breaks, the league
could blow wide open in this week's
games out in Sandspur Bowl. The
KA's are leading the league with
7 victories and one defeat, which
they avenged last Thursday by
dumping the S-N 34-0.
If we
throw out the X Club-Lambda Chi
protest affair, the KA's and Lamb,
da Chis are tied for first. If tht
Lambda Chis win their game
Thursday against the KA's the
league will probably go into a
three-way tie because the odds
against the Lambda Chis when
they replay the last 9 minutes of
the protest game with the X Club
So, a great deal depends on the
KA-Lambda Chi game Thursday.
Team
Won
Lost
KA
7
Lambda Chi
6
X Club
5
Sigma Nu _
., 3
Delta Chi .___
3
Independents „.0

Led by Calvin Peacock, the Rollins College Tars, routed the University of Tampa Spartans 35 to 6
in Tampa last Friday night.
Peacock,
senior spinner-back
from Pahokee, Florida had one of
his better nights as he accounted
for three of the Rollins five touchdowns.
Rollins first touchdown came in
the first six minutes of play when
a hard tackle by Paul Odom caused
Spartan back Mirande to fumble on
the Tampa 14. From there the Tars
moved down to the six when Peacock went off standing up. Charles
Knecht kicked the first of his five

Behind some phenomenal last
quarter shooting, Doris Jensen and
her Alpha Phi Gals overcame a
half-time lead of 13 points to down
a fighting Kappa team by a 42-37
count, in Eec. Hall last Wednesday
DICK DARTY—HOMECOMING GAME CAPTAIN
afternoon. After the half, the Lakeside girls threw away their powder puffs and held the strong Kap
LIFE IS BUT A DREAM
pa Gals to a measly 10 points whiU
(Continued from page 2)
Sis Shute and Doris Jensen gar
nered 28 points between them to
carefully out, to see Weston busily
put the game on ice. Playing outBy Nancy Morrison
surrounding the house. He surstanding ball for the losers were
rounded to no avail for ten minutes
Marney Norris and Carolyn Mosi
or so, then departed, and I went
Doris Jensen, who comes from a member of the Junior Weightra
back to bed. But presently he was
Des Moines, Iowa, has won her Cup Squad for two years and a
back, staying for a moment only.
fame in the tennis world through- ranked number six in the juniors
When he had gone, I went out,
'48. Also in the juniors Doris has
out the middle west in competifiguring that if I wanted to leave
held the Iowa State title for three
I'd better move the car out of his
tive play during the past three years, the Western title, the River
reach. Too l^te. He'd locked the
Two basketball games were summers. The number four play- Forest Open title, and the Miss
garage, and left a note telling me played Wednesday in Rec Hall. In
er on the girl's tennis ladder is Valley title for three years. In
the key was at his house, and he'd the first game, the Independents
women's competition she won th
be glad to exchange. Hmmmm. beat the Phi Mus 82-18. Ewing a sophomore at Rollins this year. Missouri Valley and the Hawk-Eye
But when he woke next morning he McAllister scored 50 points for the Last summer was Doris's most tournaments in '47.
suddenly realized that I hadn't Independents. This was a fairly active season. During the summer
shown up. A hurried reconnai- one-sided game throughout. At she played in seven consecutive
From her tournament experience
sance showed the lock still on the the half the score was 38-10, favor tournaments in which she captured Doris remembers three matches
door. But when he looked inside, of the Independents. The line-up three singles titles and two she has played which she considers
tsk, tsk, the car was gone. With for the Independents was: Mc- double titles and reached the fin- to be her most outstanding matchhis jacket. It seems he had for-, Allister, Bracket, Watson, Jordan, als in two tournaments and the es. Playing Beverly Baker, an
gotten that a door can often be
eighteen year old first ten player,
zoon and Pellington. The start- quarter-finals in another.
opened from the hinge end if there ing six for the Phi Mus were: Bell,
The tournaments Doris won on in the junior intersectional matches
is a screwdriver handy. I put Delano, Shaw, Estos, Huntoon, and this tennis tour were: the Women's Doris extended her in a 7-5, 6-1
the door back just to puzzle him. Maring.
Iowa State Championship; the Cen- match. She defeated Laura Lou
Laughed like Hell while I did it,
In the second game, the Fresh- tral States Championship, and the Jahn, a prominent young player,
too.
en beat the Pi Phis 36-17. This Mid-Western Championship. At the in an unusual match in the girl's
The next day, from Greenville, S. game was more closely matched Missouri Valley tournament, which nationals by 6-0, 5-7, 6-0- Doris's
C , I sent him a card explaining and the half ended with the Fresh- includes the states of Iowa, Illin- closest match, a tough one to lose,
19 and the Pi Phis 9. There ois, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, was against Betty Hulbret James,
the terms I would settle for. From
2 many fouls committed by Arkansas, and Nebraska, Doris j number three in the South, 7-5,
that day to this, he has not complied. He searched my room thoro- both teams and each made many gained the finals but there she 1 4-6, 7-5.
ly Labor Day, but I had thought- substitutions during the game. The lost to Hamilton Brown, a former j As for next summer's plans
fully left everything I owned with line-up for the Freshmen was as English Weightman Cup player. Doris hopes to play in the Eastern
the people next door, in anticipa- follows: Matthews, Kelly, Garrett- Playing in the Heart of America IntercoUegiates for Rollins and she
tion of just such a move. The son, Swift, Hobart, and Apgar. Tournament, one of the Mid-West's also wants, of course, to play in
jacket wasn't there anyway. I The Pi Phis starting six were Al- largest tournaments, the Rollins the
Mid-Western
tournaments
wouldn't want it where he could fred, Clarke, Hall, Rawlings, Smith coed i*'eached the quarter-finals again. Like all tournament players
where she lost to the South's num- Doris is looking forward to a sum,d McDowall.
easily lay a hand on it, now, would
ber two player, Marta Barnett.
I ? It's in a good safe place, exmer when she will play at the tenSheila Kelly
cept that at this moment I don't
In addition to these many titles nis famed Forest Hills. After gradknow where that place is, exactly. of the word ' curiosity." Signed, and victories Doris has been active uation Doris expects to study for
I'd like to, though.
Wu-chi Liu. I can't win.
in tennis circles not only in the her masters in Physical Education
Last week I saw Bobby Clark's Mid-Western Section but also na- so she will be able to teach High
There is a car parked on these
'W musical. Very enjoyable, good tionally for several years. She was School athletics.
university streets with a Rollins
number plate. Several times I songs and music (Wait for "I Got
passed it, and tried to identify it, Lucky in the Rain"), nice secenery, ty Ann says nobody has written ASCA might be started at Rolbut no go. Finally I wrote a note much humor, wonderful costumes, her, especially you, Jolie, and the lins. I certainly lost enough time.
begging the owner to assuage my excellently filled. But I liked the address is % Winter Garden The- But, no, Bedortha wouldn't allow
curiousity, and put it under the finale best. After all, I went to atre, NYC. Guess FU send her it.
It is reported that many people
wiper. A few days later the an- Rollins. So did one of the pairs these Sandspurs.
One of the boys here at school have inquired after me. Thank
the stage. The man dressed in
swer came. Told me who it was,
is
organizing
the
AGRA.
The
you,
I remember you, too. Right
ice
blue
tuxedo,
the
small,
small
and where he could be found. And
it ended thus; I quote, "As an girl in a lovely golden evening Anti-Green Room association. To down to the least of all.
I wonder who the new Idiot it?
English Professor I must point out gown, blue and gold. Jack Kelly promote studying, discourage sitBill Davis
that here is the correct spelling nd Patty Ann Jackson. And Pat- ting and talking. I wonder if an

COEDS !N SPORTS

Paul Odom, H. B. Baxter, Harry
Hancock, G. W. Mooney and Dave
Clark led the Rollins forward wall
both on the offensive and defensive
and the running of Peacock, Natolis, Dick Darty, and Glenn BarringBy making Tampa fumble on the
first play, the defensive ability of ton was outstanding.
the Tars forward wall showed up
again after the kickoff. Vereen recovered for the Tars and four plays
In last year's game the Eollii
later Peacock went 18 yards to
Tars came out with a 27 to I
paydirt.
tory
and have not lost to the H«
The Tars third score came in the
ters since 1937 when they droppi
closing minutes of the first half
The
Sigma
Nus
continued
their
15
to 12 decision.
when Tampa fumbled an attempted
Coach Jack McDowall has bei
fourth down punt and Rollins took losing streak last Monday by bowover on the Spartan seven-yard ing to the X Club 32-0. With the pleased with the aggressive spii
vn by the Tars in their la
line. Peacock again went over on absence of their pillars of the line,
e games and will make
the second play. Rollins led 21 to Simpson and Tuthill, the Eollins
Hall
heroes
were
definitely
weakthat
no let-up will occur in tl
0 at the half.
ened as far as defensive play was pre-game practices at Harp«
Shortly after the beginning of
concerned.
Sheppard field.
the second half, Francis Natolis reThe game featured the aerial atBuddy Tate, Foots Brumley, ai
turned a punt 56 yards to the Tampa two where he was knocked out tack of the Clubbers with Big Har- Trammell Whittle, who receivi
vard
Cox on the throwing end and slight injuries in the Tampa gan
of bounds. From there Ken Horton
went over to make the score 28 to Scotty Weatherell on the other are expected to be fully recoven
with his net. The Sigma Nus by Friday night.
0.
threatened only once on a running
Dick Darty, Senior wingbacl
Rollins final touchdown came
play, but all in all it was pretty has been named game captain 1)
midway in the third quarter on a
much the X Club's baby.
coach McDowall.
beautiful fake hand-off by Notolis
who went 32 yards to score withPatronize Sandspur Advertisers.
Patronize Sandspur Advertises

ATTENTION — MEN QF ROLLINS

Indies Smother PhiMu
Frosh Beat Pi Phi

Announcing the Opening of

The

TOGGERY
MEN'S WEAR
* * • * • *

A Complete Line of Fashionable
zMen's Wear
•k

Expanse
*

Swank
*

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS

COLLEGE FASHIONS
BY

A Particular Place for Particular People

121 West Park Ave.
Phone 197
Free Parking on West Park Ave.

The fourth quarter was a mud
battle between the two teams as a
driving rain which started in the
second period made the field practically impossible to get a foothold.

^^th La'wrence

Buccaneer Slacks
*

McCurrach Ties
•A- Westminister Ltd.
*

Brentwood Sports Wear
*

118 Park Ave. So.

Rump Bros. Leather
*

Fly Home

Stay Longer

Winter Park Pharmacy

RUTLAND'S

144 East Park Ave.
EVENING IN PARIS
MAX FACTOR
ELMO'S

ORLANDO

SERVICE
2-0034

Manhattan Shirt Co.

Irvine's

-RESERVATIONS AND TICKETS

TRAVEL

A record crowd is expected |
witness the Rollins College Tar
Homecoming Game with the U.
versity of Stetson Hatters wj,
they meet Friday night at 8;]
P. M. in the greater Orlando st,
dium.
This game will bring toget],.
the two teams which constitu
the oldest football rivalry in JL
state dating back to 1905 and •,
be their twenty-eighth meelii
The Tars, who have a t last fonn
themselves, have been made i
servative three touchdown fav^
ite. If comparative scores mei
anything it should be a lot moi
due to Rollins' 35-6 rout
University of Tampa Spartans l,i
Friday night, a team which defej
ed the Hatters 26 to 12 :
played earlier this seasc

Sigma Nu Loses
To Clubbers 32-0

Alpha Phi's Trim
Kappa^s 42 to 37

The Pioneer Cleaners ot Winter Park

out a hand being laid on him.
The Spartans scored just before
the 3rd ended on a sustained 53-yd,
drive climaxed by White going off
tackle for two yards.

Tars To Tackle Stetson
At Orlando Stadium
Friday Night

538 Park Avenue, So.

Winter Park

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE THE
ROLLINS

CAMPUS

